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Welcome to /QResearch/

Welcome to the Global War
 
 

You are now entering the mind of Patriots worldwide, and to our fight we welcome you. Since late 2017, Q
Clearance Patriot, more commonly known as Q, has tasked us with compiling events and evidence of the world-
changing circumstances that have, and have yet to transpire. 
 
We are anonymous; We are your friends, your family, your co-workers, and strangers alike. Just like you,
we knew there was something wrong with the world around us. Like you, we had a desire for our world to
achieve peace. And like you, we found ourselves here in the forefront of information warfare. We stand for
truth. Will you join the fight? Will you brave the depths of the unknown with bravery and courage? 
 
Know that the corruption that you are about to unravel is not the fault of any one person. The pervasive systems of
evil being unveiled and dismantled here have pitted us against one another since before your birth. Be strong, stand
together, and stay united. We are with you. Together we are unstoppable! United we are invincible! 
 
Show no fear, as now is the time for We The People to make our final stand in this battle between good and evil!
Love shall prevail! 
 
May your thoughts be clear, your wits be sharp, and your heart be strong. For in this digital age, the mind is the
battlefield, and it can be your strongest ally or the greatest enemy.

 
 
 
 

For those new to 8chan (Newfags)
 
 

We are happy you joined us. However, you need to be aware you are entering a Free Speech board. 99.95%
of the internet is tailored to high-civility and/or mainstream speak. The chans are the ONE public forum where
uncensored participation is allowed with no barriers to entry. You must understand how precious that is. If you
don't, please reflect that Q most certainly does, and that WE made this board what it is. This can make you feel
disoriented, because you are probably coming off internet areas where censorship is the jackboot rule of the day,
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but the reverse is true here. Illegal content and spam is the only exception, and will be removed by a Board
Moderator or Global Moderator. 
 
We know it can be tough. There is no one lurking behind the scenes to decide for you what you should see and
shouldn't see. It is up to YOU to decide for yourself and look or not look. You will be expected to use your own
brain and filter those things you don't wish to see, by not looking at them. Its a very adult concept, but no one is
here to make you happy. You do not have a right not to be offended. You do not have a right to be
'comfortable'. Everyone has a guaranteed right to Freedom of Speech. 'Inappropriate', 'offensive,' and
'problematic' are words that do not exist here. YOU are responsible for what YOU look at and how YOU feel
about it; NO ONE ELSE IS. You can choose to look or not look, read or not read. If you do read something you
don't like, then remove it from behind your eyeballs yourself and move on. It is your fault if you allow a thing you
don't like to sit in your head and take root and make you feel offended. We do not care if you are offended. We
don't want to hear about it. Do not tell us if you are offended. 
 
Everyone here is anonymous. We care about your ideas and your words and the value of what you say. We
value your contributions. We don't care who you are, what your race or gender is, and we do not want to
know. The game of identity politics is not played here. Here, we really are equal, and equally anonymous. 8chan
is different than the rest of the internet. You will probably feel shell-shocked. We know, that's why we're giving
you advice. Steady yourself and hang on to something! And get ready to remember how amazing it is to be master
of your own experience.

"We came here for a reason" -Q

Only marxist nonsense has convinced you that it's okay to enter someone else's space and immediately start
demanding they rearrange the furniture to suit you. Be gracious, and recognize you have a lot to learn. LURK!
That means read, and read, and read, and don't post until you have good reason to think some people on here
might actually wish to read your hot take or lulzy meme. If you aren't contributing in a meaningful way, reconsider
your post. If your early attempts don’t get recognition, or get newfag/shill smack-downs, take the note and go back
to lurking. Most important, keep up on the notables, read all old crumbs, and post diggs of new research not
already discussed on the boards. TThe chit-chat is for anons that have already earned that status via diggs. If that
sounds like a lot of work before you get any feels of recognition, welcome to the world where not everyone gets a
fucking participation trophy. You'll be glad you joined up though, because when you finally do have something to
add, everyone here knows: earned comfy is best comfy. 
 
Be humble. Be patient. That is the foundation of being an effective patriot. Do you imagine Q started out by
skipping those steps? Along the way, lurk with agency, study the boards, the bantz, the culture. Track ID's when
you're confused who's just a grumpy anon (we're salty autists generally short of patience for shallow
stupidity) and who's a shill. If you're confused what the hell everyone's talking about, then Google shit before
making an ass of yourself asking the people here. Would you walk into a NASA meeting and ask help with your
algebra homework? As for the JQ, if you think we're all anti-semites, research our claims of jewish
supremacy in media/gov./finance/entertainment before weighing in. How else do you think we came to our
ideas? Do you think Q would choose a collection of idiots who have an ideology of hating people for no reason?
If you do, what the hell are you doing here? Remember that /pol/ was here before any of you, and Q came to /pol/,
not the other way around. 
 
This is a political research board, a war room, whose occupants likely have a higher-than-average level of
intelligence. You have little to teach the anons who work here, but they have much to teach you, if you just
LISTEN. You'll hear straight talk and heavy locker room bantz, because high competition spurs excellence. If



that's too hard-core for you, take it to Reddit. Don't presume to dull the edge of these warriors; they'll skewer
you before they let you interfere with the fighting force they've created. The chans are a boot camp for the mind.
Being called faggot is a mark of having submitted to the training. Do you see why Military Q would relate? 
 
There are lots of us here that also care about bringing the general public up to speed, and will step in to help you if
you approach things the right way, to save the heavy diggers the hassle, but you have to come in with the right
attitude. If you start bossing people around about racism or not having enough love in their hearts, We will all join
them in busting your balls. We do it for two reasons: 1) make better anons. 2) get your whiny ass out of the way,
because women and children don't belong in a war zone. If you ARE gender-female, then shut the fuck up about it
and be an anon. Recognize that the culture of the boards, and of warriors, is metaphysically male. Be glad you
can swim anonymously with them if you choose to, but if you want to preach "let's all be gentle day-care workers
as is the way of women", then go where the women and children are, and go with our blessing, but understand
this is a men's club because that's who founded it. Women and SJW's have claimed every damn corner of the
world, but this one is OURS.

 
 
 
 

"Who is Q?"
 
 

"Q Clearance Patriot", or "Q" has been given the task of bringing everyone up to speed about the wrongdoings
and evil that almost took over our world. 
They have held the evidence to bring down a world wide ring of blackmail, and Admiral Rogers gave Trump the
key. 
Combined with Military and Navy Intelligence, Trump has gone full Andrew Jackson and America has been in a
state of National Emergency since December 21, 2017 when the "Executive Order Blocking the Property of
Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse or Corruption" was signed. 
Trump, Q, Sessions, and all the other named and unnamed patriots in the intelligence communities and the boots
on the ground have put their lives on the line to restore America to her rightful beauty in the world. 
These patriots have watched as the world burned around them waiting for the day their plan will come to be. To set
things right. 
 
Welcome to /qresearch/ 
You're in for a helluva year, so get comfy~ 
Because if you shine the light on the truth, the rest will set us free. 
Amen. 
 
The success of this entire operation rests on our backs to take the information that has been gained by the Q posts
and the anons that have come up with the undeniable proof (the keystone) and share that with the general
population… intel already has all the facts. 
Our job in its beautiful simplicity is to communicate it to our friends and families. Q has made this crystal clear. 
The code is not complicated, because the target audience is YOU the worker, the family, the wonderful soul that
you are. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vw9N96E-aQ


Your Great Awakening is our Great Awakening. We're in this together and there's no stopping our tidal wave of
Truth. We're not doing this to start something, we're here to ease the chaos that's about to erupt. 
 
There are over 60,000 federal level sealed indictments on standby. 
There have been over 5,000 CEO/President, or otherwise notable resignations that are reshaping the corporate
landscape. 
More than twice the amount of representatives than Watergate - 53 so far - will not seek re-election this year. 
 
This is what a swamp draining looks like. 
 
Without violating the very laws that are being brought back into full power today, Q drops clues about whats going
on in the silent war against the seemingly entrenched evil few who strangled our world through unimaginable
means. The FBI has been gutted, the CIA has been shattered, and the DOJ cleansed of those who stood in the way
of our Freedom. Who's next? Lets find out. 
#Qanon

 
 
 
 

All content written above was contributed by (You), the autists of /QResearch/.

 
 
 
 

For those still on the fence about the validity of Q,
click here.
 
 
 
 

Rules
Those who cannot understand that we cannot simply start arresting without first ensuring the safety &
well-being of the population, shifting the narrative, removing those in DC through resignation to ensure
success, defeating ISIS/MS13 to prevent fail-safes, freezing assets to remove network-to-network abilities,
kill off COC to prevent top-down comms/org, etc etc. should not be participating in discussions. 
 
What we need are sincere patriots who do the voodoo they do best in this Mission. So dig, meme, pray, or morally
support anons that strike a cord of Truth in you. Anyone going against this grain is wittingly or unknowingly
eroding our momentum and dividing our success to ease our own families and friends during this upcoming social

http://8kun.tw/qresearch/res/4004099.html


chaos, or are otherwise known as shills. Shills will post and that is a part of 8chan. If we are under heavy fire by
shills, they will be taken care of, otherwise let their seeds of doubt sharpen your resolve. When does a beast lash
out? When it's cornered. 
 
Be vigilant. 
 
8CH GLOBAL RULES ALWAYS APPLY 
 
Rule 0: Please avoid linking directly to this board whether it is on your Youtube channel, Twitter account,
website/blog, etc. The influx of newfags has only caused problems for the hard workers of this board as well as the
staff members. We are not here to babysit or coddle you, and we are not here to accommodate you. This board is
for Q, and the autists. Take what you learn from here and spread it to the other platforms without getting in our
way. That being said, we do have a Voat subverse set up for Reddit refugees if you prefer that format. It is
preferable to link new folks to the subverse. There is also a SFW alternative board at /PatriotsAwoken/ for Reddit
refugees and those who are offended by the content found here.  
 
 
Rules for Users: 
 
Rule 1: Doxxing others is not tolerated here. All patriots who work here are to operate within the law. Publicly
available information is not considered doxxing, however since this is a somewhat grey area, mods will delete
potentially doxxing posts at their discretion. Anons are strongly urged to leave the Name and Email fields blank to
avoid self-doxxing, and report others who do fill them in. Not only is famefagging highly frowned upon in any
anonymous community, but it is unsafe to leave your personal details on such a board. 
 
Rule 2: There are two types of breads that are acceptable on QResearch, and only two. Bread creation is
restricted to "General Breads" and "Topical Breads". The general breads which are handled by the bakers are the
core of this board, and are the only place where Q tends to interact with anons. The purpose of topical breads is to
focus on a specific subject for research. There must also be a reasonable amount of content to start the bread off
with (Research topic, description of topic, sources for articles). Breads created to directly ask Q questions, respond
to other anons, post unsauced claims, or useless shit may be deleted, bumplocked, or moved to TTDDTOT at the
staffs discretion. 
 
Rule 3: This is a NSFW board. Deal with it. Reports for nudity/gore/language/racism/anti-semitism/sexism will
most likely be ignored. NSFW images (usually gore) tend to be the weapon of choice when spamming the board
however, and will be deleted immediately if it is determined that spamming the thread is the intent of the poster. 
 
 
Rules for Board Volunteers: 
 
Rule 1: Do not ban people for their opinions, even if they do not align with your own. 
 
Rule 2: Enforce the global and local rules.

 
 
 
 

http://8kun.tw/faq.html#are-there-any-global-rules-regarding-content
http://voat.co/v/QRV
http://8kun.tw/patriotsawoken/catalog.html


Contact
Q team has been able to utilize their board to safe-guard tripcode changes and verify authenticity.

 

 
 
The BO can be reached for board issues at: boardsteward@cock.li 
 
Site-specific technical and site administration issues should be taken to CodeMonkey by asking on his personal
board, sudo. or by email at: admin@8kun.tw

 
 
 
 

Links
 

8chan FAQ

Refer to this page for any technical questions you might have.

Catalog

Enter QResearch if you are ready to participate.

Index

An alternative to the board catalog.

Q's Posts

Quick links to Q's most recent posts.

Notables

Quick links to notable posts by anons.

Archives

Old threads that have been bumped off of the catalog.

QResearch_Voat

http://8kun.tw/sudo/catalog.html
http://8kun.tw/faq.html
http://8kun.tw/qresearch/catalog.html
http://8kun.tw/qresearch/index.html
http://8kun.tw/qresearch/qposts.html
http://8kun.tw/qresearch/notables.html
http://8kun.tw/qresearch/archive/index.html
http://voat.co/v/QRV


The official QResearch Voat subvserse.

- Tinyboard + vichan + infinity + OpenIB - 
Tinyboard Copyright © 2010-2014 Tinyboard Development Group 

vichan Copyright © 2012-2014 vichan-devel 
infinity Copyright © 2013-2019 N.T. Technology, Inc. based on sources from Fredrick Brennan's "Infinity

Development Group" 
OpenIB by Code Monkey ★

All posts on 8chan are the responsibility of the individual poster and not the administration of 8chan, pursuant to
47 U.S.C. § 230.

We have not been served any secret court orders and are not under any gag orders.

To file a DMCA takedown notice, please email dmca@8kun.tw. In the interest of  
transparency, notices of claimed infringement will be posted on >>>/delete/.

http://tinyboard.org/
http://int.vichan.net/devel/
http://github.com/ctrlcctrlv/infinity
http://github.com/OpenIB/OpenIB/
http://tinyboard.org/
http://int.vichan.net/devel/
http://8kun.tw/8code/
http://github.com/OpenIB/OpenIB/
http://twitter.com/codemonkeyz
mailto:dmca@8kun.tw
http://8kun.tw/delete/

